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Some people are born fighters. Henry is one of them. Henry was born on November
6, 1998. He survived a tumultuous birth and has never ceased to amaze anyone
since. As a resident of Voorhees Pediatric Facility (VPF), Henry made gains every
day and we were able to watch him learn and grow. Henry’s radiant smile quickly
stole the heart of his Physical Therapist Robin. Henry and Robin
were destined to be a family, and he left VPF in January of 2003
to start a new adventure. Henry and Robin became a Forever
Family on November 14, 2003. Henry’s smile hasn’t changed
and neither has his fighting spirit. 

Tiera has done an amazing job using her Dynavox communication device!
She greets people, requests and comments, and is very polite during her social

interactions with peers and staff. Tiera has done so well with her Dynavox that new

icons and pages are constantly being added to it and she easily navigates to them

once they have been introduced to her. Tiera absolutely loves having a voice and

interacting with her friends. We are all so proud of her for this accomplishment.

Rehab All-Stars!

Henry is now sixteen years old and
still amazing everyone. He was elected
to the Student Council at his school and
gave a speech to rival any politician’s. He is a Special 
Olympian and won the Gold Medal last year at the 
state tournament. Henry has most recently taken up boxing! 
Henry trains with Coach Vincent Jackson at Bullpen Vale Tudo in
Atlantic County. Boxing helps Henry keep in shape, challenges his
balance, increases his speed and strengthens his eye hand
coordination. 

VPF

Tiera Talks

Henry’s
Story

Way to go 
Henry. 

Keep Smiling!



Here are just some of the most recent
advancements they have made…

Exceptional!!!
VPF Director of Recreation Therapy/Child Life Lauren Waite and

VPF Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist Brigid Lyons became

Child Passenger Safety Technicians for correct car seat installation.

This special training enables VPF to provide families with training for

the safest way to install car seats, as well as to train staff to ensure

that all VPF transportation continues to be the safest it can possibly be. 

THERAPY ADVANCEMENTS 
Lauren Waite also completed a course on Constraint Induced

Movement Therapy, and is now qualified to use this type of treatment.

Constraint Induced Movement Therapy is a therapy method which

works to improve motor function by decreasing the use of dominant

limbs to force the brain to use the non-dominant limbs.

Waite is also now a Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist with a

Specialty Certification in PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation). 

This specialty certification increases her skill set, allowing her to practice

at an advanced level.

CERTIFIED IN CAR SEAT SAFETY

Jabrea’s Mom skyping with
her from England!

Staying in touch...

US News and World Report
Names VPF Best!

Voorhees Pediatric Facility (VPF) was named one of the
best nursing homes in the country by U.S. News and World
Report. U.S. News and World Report rated nearly 16,000
nursing homes and based its ranking on a comprehensive
evaluation including state-conducted health inspections,
nurse staffing and measures of medical quality of care. VPF
consistently exceeded the national average in each
category. Most notably VPF greatly exceeded both state
and national averages for the amount of time nurses spend
with residents.

Facilities in all 50 states and Washington, D.C., were
included in this ranking with the best nursing homes
receiving a five star ranking. VPF received an overall five-
star ranking.
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TEAMWORK
We focus on a deliberate and coordinated partnership
between children, their families, and the health care team to
assure holistic care. We insist on a multi-disciplinary approach
to advance the potential of each individual child and to
provide family support.

We greatly value mutual respect and appreciation for one
another. We expect that we will listen carefully, be
approachable, and welcome thoughtful criticism. We expect
accountability for one’s actions, and the integrity to fulfill our
commitments.

INNOVATION
We rely on years of experience to help identify the struggles
that our residents face. We continually reevaluate how we
can make our residents’ lives better. We question how we
can better adapt and use every resource to achieve the best
level of care.

We continuously strive to deliver the most innovative
pediatric specialized care by embracing technology and new
ideas in order to meet the challenges of our residents. We
maintain the highest standard of medical care and technology
in pediatric long term care.

RESIDENT-CENTERED CARE
We honor the contributions of each family’s racial, ethnic,
cultural, and socioeconomic background and accept unique
preferences for the planning and delivery of health care. We
strive to keep the focus on what is best for the child’s short-
term and long-term well-being and to include the family in
this decision making process.

We strive to see the world through others eyes and treat
each child and family with respect. We work to apply this
empathy in all of our departments, and at all levels of our
care. We want to provide the best home that we can for the
children that live at Voorhees Pediatric Facility.
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Twin Oaks, a behavioral facility that helps

improve the lives of vulnerable adults,

children and their families, brought a group

of teenagers to visit with our VPF children.

The Twin Oaks teens brought CDs and held

a dance party. 

According to VPF Certified

Therapeutic Recreation Specialist

Brigid Lyons, the interaction was

beneficial to everyone in attendance.

The teens worked very well with the

VPF children. They understood them on

another level due to their own

challenges, and working with our

children helped the teens to build

confidence. The visit was such a

wonderful success that we are

happy to report it will now be a twice

a month occurrence!

Twin 

Oaks 

Teens 

Visit VPF!
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Voorhees Pediatric Facility 
� A nationally recognized leader in specialized pediatric care since 1982

� A 119-bed facility, providing specialized nursing and advanced pulmonary and rehabilitative care

� The largest free-standing ventilator program serving as a model for the entire nation

� First on-site, private school with special education services for medically fragile/technology 
dependent children 

� Serving children and adolescents from birth to 21 years from across the nation

� In-house physician and nurse practitioner coverage

VPF also offers Medical Day Care for Children 
with Special Medical Needs
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Enjoying Our New Playground

Fall 
Fun!

Halloween!

Out & About

Visiting with Santa


